Dr. Tabitha Miller, Ph.D.
Commencement Speaker

Dr. Tabitha Renee Miller, Ph.D., serves as the Associate Vice President for Academic Affairs and Chief Academic Officer at Martin Community College in Williamston, N.C. She began her position in July of 2019.

Dr. Miller received her Bachelor of Science in Education from The Ohio State University. Upon graduation, she began her career at her high school alma mater teaching English and coaching cheerleading, drill team, and track. In 2002, Dr. Miller moved to North Carolina and began teaching in the community college system as an adjunct at Coastal Carolina Community College. Her work in developmental education at Coastal prompted her towards a graduate degree.

During her graduate studies, Dr. Miller fell in love with study abroad travel and co-directed trips with students to Belize beginning in 2007. Dr. Miller’s love for teaching and traveling led her to work at Pitt Community College where she developed the service-learning study abroad program to Belize. She also taught in China for PCC’s Engineering Technology program. Over the course of 11 years at PCC, Dr. Miller held several positions: TRIO English Specialist and Tutor Coordinator, English Instructor, Composition Coordinator, Director of Teaching and Learning, and Director of the Title III Grant.

Dr. Miller has an extensive background in culture and literature, developmental education, and pedagogy. She has presented papers and workshops, locally, nationally, and internationally, on each of these topics. She is a published author for her scholarship and poetry.

A graduate of the AACC John E. Rouche Future Leaders Institute, Dr. Miller has progressively shown her abilities to both instruct and lead. Dr. Miller was a recipient of the Excellence in Teaching Award from The National Society of Leadership and Success in 2012. She has been an active member in UNC Chapel Hill’s World View program where she won a grant award to assist in the development of culturally centered curriculum. She was a leading faculty member for the establishment of the World View Scholars of Global Distinction program in the North Carolina Community College System. Dr. Miller was the commencement speaker in 2013 at the WuXi Institute of Technology in Wuxi, China where she also won the Instructor of the Year Award.

Dr. Miller holds a B.S. Degree in Education from The Ohio State University, a M.A. Degree in Multicultural Literature and a Ph.D. in Rhetoric, Writing, and Professional Communication from East Carolina University. She is a single mom of an old soul. Mother and son prefer life on the road and video games.
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NATIONAL ANTHEM ........................................ Curtis Hyler
Cosmetology Instructor, Martin Community College

WELCOME ......................................................... Wesley E. Beddard
President, Martin Community College

INTRODUCTION OF SPEAKER ...................... Brian W. Busch
Executive Vice-President, Martin Community College

COMMENCEMENT ADDRESS ......................... Tabitha Miller
Associate Vice-President, Chief Academic Officer, Martin Community College

PRESENTATION OF CANDIDATES

CONFERRING OF DEGREES,
DIPLOMAS, AND CERTIFICATES .................. Helen G. Davis
Chair, Martin Community College Board of Trustees

BENEDICTION .................................................... Elder Donnie R. Carr, Sr.

CANDIDATES FOR GRADUATION

ASSOCIATE IN ARTS

Christina Charlene Louise Bond
Jadyn D. Bailey
Tony Darrell Calloway
Jenna Lane Davenport
Morgan Brooke Deans
Adrian K. Ellis
Michelle Rashay Hicks
Quadree Semaj Joyner
Bryanna Elizabeth Lawrence
Casey Lynn Machielli
Shelby Leighann Morgan
Anthony Rascoe
Aniyah D. Robinson
Taylor Elizabeth Shambarger
Alayna Room Spratt
Zachary Ray Styns
Garland Victor Thomas III
Quentina Michelle Watford
Peri Alexander Wheeler
Toniqia Aliyah Young

Jhymer Shamar Bond
Kent Ray Bullock
Vakira Chapman
Shynteria Tsahay Davenport
Amber Eaton
Leona Nicole Groover
Sheilie A. Hopkins
Paula Michelle Keeter
Ke’vonJonye’ Lee
Bailey M. Mizell
Haley Grace Overton
Norman Rasheed Razor, Jr.
Tamyra Rashay Ryan
Sanya Ashanti Speller
Gabriel Ryan Stohlman
Kayla Alexis Swiatkowski
Whitley Rose Waters
Rachel LeAnne West
Megan Elizabeth Williams

ASSOCIATE IN GENERAL EDUCATION

D’Jara O. Browning
Lauren Powers

Jumee N. Lee

ASSOCIATE IN SCIENCE

Cesar Elias Andrade
Aaron Gregory Bell
Sean Thomas Brown
Rebecca Marie Buck
Stephanie Leanah Castelloe
Vakira Chapman
Jenna Lane Davenport
Katie L. Harris
Marra Emilia Medina
Leslie Mansol Osorno Pascual
Trinity Rayne Owens
Taevon Rouch
Mallory Grace Sadler
Kristen Renee Teel
Jaidyn Sara Weaver
Anastasia Virginia Wrenn

Katherine Hope Barber
Derwin Jovar Bowser, Jr.
Johnson R. Buck
Ashley Bundy
Myia Brynnah Ceasar
Alden Reid Cortle
Brian Logan Dunlow
Emily Paige Lancaster
Tamara Mitchell-Medford
Anaya Nicole Outlaw
Daquan O. Rascoe
Alyssa Marie Roussis
Adam Reid Sawyer
Treyana Nicole Torres
Amy Elizabeth White
ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS TECHNOLOGY
Diploma
Wyatt Oliver Blackburn
Jason Carl Phelps

Wyatt Oliver Blackburn
Shane Craddock
Austin Lee

Zachary Bundy
Andrew S. Hoggard
Jason Carl Phelps

ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS TECHNOLOGY
Residential Electrical Technician
Certificate
Wyatt Oliver Blackburn
Shane Craddock
Austin Lee
Alan Wayne Sweet

Zachary Bundy
Andrew S. Hoggard
Jason Carl Phelps

ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS TECHNOLOGY
Industrial Electrical Technician
Certificate
Wyatt Oliver Blackburn
Shane Craddock
Austin Lee

Andrew S. Hoggard
Jason Carl Phelps

ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS TECHNOLOGY
Electrical Software Technician
Certificate
Andrew S. Hoggard
Jason Carl Phelps

Austin Lee
Mi-Tayven Woolard

EQUINE BUSINESS TECHNOLOGY
Associate in Applied Science Degree
Ashley Bundy
Madison Elizabeth Medlin-Wilkins

Kali Elyse Hayes
Angela Noel Spruill

EQUINE BUSINESS TECHNOLOGY
Diploma
Dalton Kenner Hauser
Abigail Mary Smith

Tiffany Jaye Rodgers

EQUINE TRAINING TECHNOLOGY
Associate in Applied Science Degree
Neena Amorita Cruz-Black
Madison Elizabeth Medlin-Wilkins
Susan Leigh Rose
Megan Kimberly Teboe

Kali Elyse Hayes
Tiffany Jaye Rodgers
Abigail Mary Smith
Lydia A. Turner

EQUINE TRAINING TECHNOLOGY
Diploma
Neena Amorita Cruz-Black
Abigail Mary Smith

Dalton Kenner Hauser

EQUINE TRAINING TECHNOLOGY
Certificate
Kayla Sage Chamorro

GENERAL OCCUPATIONAL TECHNOLOGY
Associate in Applied Science Degree
Samantha Dawson

GENERAL OCCUPATIONAL TECHNOLOGY
Diploma
Cassandra Coffield Gardner

Jasmine Villeda

INDUSTRIAL SYSTEMS TECHNOLOGY
Associate in Applied Science Degree
Wyatt Oliver Blackburn

INDUSTRIAL SYSTEMS TECHNOLOGY
Mechanical Installation
Certificate
Josh Roebuck

INDUSTRIAL SYSTEMS TECHNOLOGY
Facility Maintenance Technology
Certificate
Josh Roebuck

INDUSTRIAL SYSTEMS TECHNOLOGY
Welding Technology
Certificate
Trenton Alston
Israel Bond Jr.
Omarion Carter
Cornellius Freeman
Tyonte Markel Hayes
Makayla Jones
Dylan Raleigh Mizelle
Joshua Ein Puac-Puac
Joseph Shannon
Cornelius Whitehurst

Donovan Beatty
James Lynn Brooks
Da'mareon Epps
Jerome Gaynor
Marcus Jenkins
Jayla Leary
Shamar Murphy
Xavier Robinson
Eli Thomas Wells

INDUSTRIAL SYSTEMS TECHNOLOGY
Construction Technology
Certificate
Cameron Evans

Josh Roebuck

MEDICAL ASSISTING
Associate in Applied Science Degree
Wanaysia Bell

Taylor Thomas

MEDICAL ASSISTING
Certificate
Katherine Hope Barber
Lindsay K. Downs
Renda Denesha Everett

Kent Ray Bullock
Brittany Nicole Evans
Jasmine Marie Green

Continued on next page
MEDICAL ASSISTING
Certificate
De‘ja Greene
Brittany Nicole Lee
Casey Lynn Mitchell
Alanna Speller
Brittany Leigh Taylor

CANDIDATES FOR GRADUATION - 2020 SUMMER*

Cesanee Irene Jackson
Krysten Nycole Manning
Celena Tarkington Sorey
Hunter Marie Tadlock
Lachonda Roshae Tyson

ASSOCIATE IN ARTS
Associate in Arts Degree
Daisy Jacqueline Andrade

GENERAL EDUCATION
Associate in General Education Degree
Lauren Goodwin

MEDICAL OFFICE ADMINISTRATION
MEDICAL INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
Certificate
Porscheda Yvette Keech

COSMETOLOGY
12-Hour Certificate
Jakiera Wynaé Hassell
Cortez J. Moore

OFFICE ADMINISTRATION
Associate in Applied Science
Cecille Annette Hyman

CRIMINAL JUSTICE TECHNOLOGY
PUBLIC SAFETY CADET
Certificate
Lilly Ann Clement

PHYSICAL THERAPIST ASSISTANT
Associate in Applied Science Degree
Stephanie Bell
Kimberly Elizabeth Culler
Tyra Simone Freeman
Connor Jordan Harrison
Emily Elizabeth Merritt
Haley Noel O’Neal
Jordan A. Rogers
Kendal Christine Williams

DENTAL ASSISTING
Diploma
Brenley Paige Boyd
Madison Dozier
Caroline Cutrell Ganzert
Bailey Christine Krivane
Mary Kate Morris
Hannah Alexis Pippin
Lilly Ann Clement
Natalie S. Szapiro
Thomas Neil Williams

CUTTER Z. HARRIS

ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS TECHNOLOGY
Diploma
Lauren Goodwin
Johnson R. Buck

INDUSTRIAL SYSTEMS TECHNOLOGY
Diploma
Eli Thomas Wells

* The Commencement Program is printed prior to administering final examinations; therefore, the inclusion of names of degree, diploma, and certificate candidates in this program is not certification that degree, diploma, and certificate requirements have been satisfactorily completed.